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Cloudburst
What is a cloudburst?
• A cloudburst refers to an extreme amount of rain that
happens in a short period, sometimes accom panied
1.
2.
3.
by hail and thunder.
• The India Meteorological Department (IMD) defines it
as unexpected precipitation exceeding 100mm
(or 10 cm) per hour over a geographical region of
approximately 20 to 30 square km. Significant
amounts of rainfall such as this can result in floods.
• All instances of cloudbursts involve heavy rain in a short period, but all instances of heavy rain in a
short period are not cloudbursts if they do not fit this criterion.

Is a cloudburst different from rainfall?
Rain is condensed water falling from a cloud which may or may not be intense, however a cloudburst
in a sudden heavy downpour. Rain over 100mm per hour is categorised as a cloudburst.

Why do cloudbursts occur in Himalayan regions?
• Cloudbursts are more likely to occur in mountainous
zones mainly because of terrain and elevation. In the
past, it has also occurred on plains.
• In hilly areas, saturated clouds ready to condense
into rain cannot produce rain, due to the upward
movement of the very warm current of air.
• Instead of falling downwards, raindrops are carried upwards by the air current. New drops are
formed and existing raindrops increase in size.
• After a point, the raindrops become too heavy for the cloud to hold on to, and they drop down
together in a quick flash.

Can cloudburst be predicted?
• It is very difficult to predict cloudbursts due to their very small scale in space and
time.
• To monitor or nowcast (forecasting a few hours lead time) the cloudburst, one
needs a dense radar network over the cloudburst-prone areas or a very high-reso
lution weather forecasting model to resolve the scale of a cloudburst.

Worst cloudburst in India
Great Musi flood,
1908
On 26 September
1908,
Hyderabad’s
surrounding areas witnessed a cloudburst. It
was caused due to a
cyclone in the Bay of
Bengal.
The
city
recorded 153.2 mm
rainfall on 27 September
1908.

Mumbai cloudburst,
2005
On 26 July 2005,
Mumbai received an
astonishing 944 mm of
rain in just 24 hours. It
leads to big chaos in
the
city.

Uttarakhand cloudburst,
2013
In 2013, Uttarakhand’s
Kedarnath
received
unprecedented heavy
rainfall between 14 and
17 June. The estimated toll was around
10,000, with over 3,000
persons missing, as
per the state governm
e
n
t
.

Amarnath cloudburst,
2022
In July 2022, about
15,000 pilgrims have
been moved to safety
from near the holy cave
shrine of Amarnath
after a flash flood triggered by a cloudburst
swept away scores of
people, killing at least
16. More than 40
people went missing.

